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State of the Union Day

Members of the Appropriations Committee have the privilege and power to determine federal expenditures. This makes them sought after by the thousands of private citizens and professional government relations' representatives who bring their lobbying efforts to Washington. One of my jobs is to help the congressman by meeting with many of the lobbyists.

My morning was spent writing short memos to Peterson concerning the various “Dear Colleagues” letters that cross my desk daily. Other members of Congress generally send them requesting support in co-sponsoring bills or signing onto letters requesting actions directed to the President, department secretaries, or agency directors. Many of these include bills that never passed out of committee in last year’s 107th Congress and have to be reintroduced in the 108th. A computer search of information from the Legislative Information Service or the Congressional Research Service helps get me up to speed quickly on the essential elements of the bills.

Early in the afternoon, I used the legislative drafting service of the House Legislative Counsel’s office in an effort to remedy a problem concerning counties both in Pennsylvania and nationwide who failed to qualify for the Livestock Compensation Program. This monetary compensation program for livestock and dairy producers was designed to provide relief for forage crop failures during the preceding summer’s drought.

Many deserving counties in the country, including one in my district that represents a thousand dairy farmers, failed to qualify for the program due to a number of administrative reasons. Our job was to remedy the problem by legislation. An attorney in the Counsel’s office converted my explanation into the language we needed within the hour. The additional pressure of other representatives and senators representing agricultural areas resulted in $3.1 billion appropriated for drought relief in the FY 2003 Omnibus Appropriations bill signed into law by President Bush in February 2003.

Later that afternoon, the two other LA’s and I met with Peterson to discuss our specific areas of responsibility. Mine include agriculture, telecommunications, immigration, welfare, science and technology, veterans and welfare. Bills are presented to the congressman, discussed and courses of action decided upon (i.e., to co-sponsor or support). When the appropriations cycle for FY 2004 gets into high gear in March, the workload issues will accelerate dramatically.

I left the office around 7:00 p.m. Security surrounding the Capitol had elevated dramatically during the afternoon in anticipation of the entire corpus of the legislative, executive and judicial branches congregating within the Capitol’s chambers. Security extended for a distance of five to six blocks from the Capitol grounds with busses and fire trucks serving as barriers across all of the surrounding streets.

Mounted police, scores of motorcycle officers, hundreds of Capitol Police, local police departments and state troopers from Maryland and Virginia were all present. The chopping sound of the overhead helicopters in concert with the glare of high intensity lighting and the flashing lights of hundreds of police vehicles created a surreal atmosphere. I retreated from this unsettling environment to the comfort of my tiny apartment to watch the President’s annual address to Congress.

Prior to his fellowship, Dr. Stock practiced small animal medicine in the Lehigh Valley for over 25 years. He has been active in veterinary medicine organizations throughout his career, and is a member of the University of Pennsylvania Veterinary Medical Alumni Society Executive Board and a trustee of the Pennsylvania Veterinary Medical Association. Dr. Stock recently received a Master of Bioethics degree from Penn.

Editor’s Note: Along with Dr. Stock, Richard A. Zappala II, V’97, was also selected as a Congressional Science Fellow, and is serving in the office of Representative Howard L. Berman, who represents California’s 28th Congressional District (Los Angeles County).

For more information on the Congressional Science Fellowship program, visit the AVMA web site at <www.avmf.org>.